
Similar matching
using Competitive Data software



Situation:

Category Manager need the right data to change prices according to market demand. High quality 

exact matches are useful for most of the company’s assortment, but there are a few products that lack 

exact matches due to minor differences such as color, and there are also a few new products being 

introduced into the market which cannot be matched exactly. The Category Manager needs to find 

similar products on the market for matching so he or she has a good perspective of prices for these 

products on the market.

Exact

Similar

Not Comparable



• Products that are extremely similar but differ by color, package size, and other minor
attributes

• Products that are the same but have different model numbers, making them
impossible to match exactly despite being the same product

• New products on the market that have no exact comparison

Similar products are difficult to match, as they are not exact matches but instead are “alike” matches 

with similar traits to your products. These matches are often vital to understanding your competition, 

and can make up as much as 30% of your product assortment.

Using Competera’s similar matching features, you can add multiple similar products for each

competitor to monitor their price, stock, promos, etc.

Similar matches are useful for the following circumstances:



To add a similar match, go to Analytics — Products and find the item for which you want to add

a similar match in the list. 

Double-click on the product title to open the right-side 

menu with detailed product info. Then, open the Similar 

matches tab available under the menu button.

Click on the Add Product button and enter the product link 

(URL). Here you can also set the product option if it is 

enabled in the competitor's system settings. Click Save to 

finish editing and apply the changes you made.
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How It Works



To view the data collected for a similar match, go to the 

Market tab of the product side menu. The similar matches 

section is located right below the information about exact 

matches. It is also possible to change an exact match into 

a similar one.

Similar matches can be deleted by selecting the product 

side menu and pressing the three dots button on the 

right. Select "Delete match and blacklist this URL.”
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To properly price products, it is vital to have proper product matches. Using only exact matching, 

many products with minor differences in attributes or products that are unique to the market cannot 

be properly priced, as there are no matches to track prices, promotions, and other important 

information with.

Using Competera’s similar matching features, Category Managers and their team 

are able to create matches with comparable products, and can view and edit this 

information with the same ease as exact matches. The use of similar matches 

helps them to price more products in their assortment confidently, even without 

exact comparisons on the available on the market.

Conclusion



Competera is a comprehensive pricing platform offering 

retailers two products: high-quality Competitive Data and 

Price Optimization. We can help increase your revenue, 

stay competitive, and grow within the retail industry.
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